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DIRECTOR

JWAVE

TTW 10

CA 2, CA/PRG, CI/GES, CI/C-2, YM 1, 3-C-2

DATE: 297
24 MAR 62

TO:

ACTION:

INFO:

LIMA INFO QUIT DIR CITE WAVE 2298

GA ROSE

REF A. LIMA 2724
B. QUIT 4412

PLEASE ADVISE STATUS AMBUD DELEGATE LEDON. AMBUD CANNOT
UNDERSTAND REF A ACTION SINCE LEDON HAS EXCELLENT ANTI-CASTRO
ANTI-COMMunist RECORD BOTH IN CUBA AND ECUADOR AND IS NOTED
FOR DEEPLY DEMOCRATIC CONVICTIONS.

C/3 COMMENT: *FRR REP HORACIO LEDON Y PUIG PHONED LEFREN TO STATE FOREIGNERS
DIV. PERUVIAN INVESTIGATIONS POLICE HAD GIVEN CHIN 48 HOURS TO LEAVE COUNTRY.
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